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Hujambo Rafiki

'Summer and Smoke' to open

by Eugene Barnes

by Marnie Fournier

by

Eugene Barnes

Tommorrow night, Nov.
Smoke" in the NISC Little
play. Miss Leslie Gray will
play opposite her as Dr. John

Hujambo!
As James Brown says, "I got soul and I'm super bad. " Don 't abuse it if
you can't use it. Therefore, some bags we tend to function better in as
opposed to other bags. In short, that which comes easiest , we tend to favor
as opposed to something we do not. I think you will agree.
Within these familiar corridors, at this time, we (or many of us) find
ourselves confronted with a perverbial monster that we could care less
about - due to a shortcoming.
This shortcoming is what I'm going to deal with. Provided, that a percentage of us are virtually strong in one area and willing to admit a
weakness in this shortcoming. Now that we have established this problem,
I can say enough of us are haunted as Lady Macbeth was by Banquo's
ghost. In whatever analysis is chosen by the problemee, he will find that he
has to deal with this haunt. The success of this dealing will bring about
laying this ghost to rest.
The reverse of course, due to ones recognition, instigates a neurosis or
something undesired to have. I must concede, that percentage should be
about the solving of that order - so much for that. ·
Say, how as mid-terms? You say it wasn't too kosher, huh? Don't
worry! We have not been beaten yet. Like the kid said, "'that's the trick
you gotta play ; the man said, that's the trick you gotta watch ; the doctor
said, that's the trick you gotta treat."
What does this all mean you say, in the words of those immortal singers, a lot: "I'm happy about all the powers I possess but I can 't do the
things I'm unable to do ... I'm trying to dance to the music" but I can't dig
the piper. Is that "stone love?" You can believe this if you want to, before this is all over, we all might have to command a shout to get them
walls down . Then that biblical "cat" won't have a thing on us and the
"impossible dream, "we won't have to dream no " mo. "
Here, have a mental tonic on the house: share and preserve the "L" in
' laugh, the "O" in on, the "V" in voyage and the "E" in echo.
Don't forget BLACK EXPO-NOV the 11 thru the 15th, 1970 , at the
13, the opening curtain will rise on Stageplayer's "Summer and
AMPHITHEATRE, 43rd and Halsted.
Theatre. David Unumb is the director of the Tennessee Williams
You can now check out JOB OPPORTU NITIES in the PLACEassume the female lead of Alma Winemiller. Tad Hryniewicz will MENT OFFICE, located on the NORTH-EAST SIDE OF THE CAFE,
as you enter or leave the dining facility . It is to your advantage to do so.
Buchanon.

"Ifyou see nothing
else this year,
you must see

RV£IRS!/ PIE£'ES.

It will not, I think,
,+"lf ever fade from
· :·!:.;-.?·(~..-•'-.
memory!''
1/:.t;{t :~

-RICHARD SCHICK EL. Ule

< .

COLUMBIA PICT URE S P1esen1s a BBS Produc1,on
0

JACK NICHOLSON '" FIVE EASY PIECES

w,11,

Karen Black

and Susan Anspach . Screenplay by Adrien Joyce . S!o ry by Bob Rale lson and Adrien Joyce
Produced by Bob Aafelson and Rtchard We chsler · becul1Ye 1-'roducer Beil Schneider

pirected by Bob Aafe lson ·COLOR
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A WALTER READE THEATRE

1HeEsqu1re
58 E . OAK STREET

•

337-111 7

Today at 2:15, 4:15, 6:15, 8:15, 10:15

print
The Northeastern Print is a student publication of
Northeastern Illinois State College , Chicago, Illinois. Opinions expressed within do not necessarily reflect those of the adminis!ration.

- WORLD FAMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN
"eat it with a knife & fork"
(IT'S THICK)

visit our COlh £nglist, dining room
(OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK)

2727 W. HOWARD STREET
FOR DELIVERY SERVICE CALL 338-2166
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Northeastern Publications shut down
NortheasternPublications,Northeastern·s underground newspaper,
was notified last Friday that the
Dean of Students would authorize no further expenditures effective immediately. Dean William
Howenstine stated in a memo to
Al Schiff that certain lega l questions had been raised in regards
to Northeastern Publications that
must be answered before the paper
can be allowed to publish again.
Although the specific legal questions were not brought out in the
letter the Print has learned that
Northeastern Publications may be
in several legal difficulties. These
include possible violation of copyright laws involving the use of a
Chester Ghould cartoon, a possible
libel suit, and a possible felony
for allegedly printing . instructions
in the manufacture of bombs. Reportedly Dean Howenstine wants
to ascertain his legal liabilities before he allows the paper to pub-

Iish further issues.
Another point mentioned in the ·
memo involved the issue of the
staff box. In past issues Northeastern Publications has not
printed the last names of the staff
members. It has, however, printed the name of Jerome Sachs as
publisher.
Dean
Howenstine
notified staff members of Northeastern Publications before publication that they must include the
last names of the staff. However,
. due to technical difficulties the
paper was not able to make the
changes. They did, however,
stamp the name of Al Schiff on
the issue. Dean Howenstine later
stated that this action was not
sufficient.
Northeastern Publications has
-had a turbulent but short life at
Northeastern. Originally a product
of the Peace Council, the paper is
now listed as an individiiai club

with a bu_dget of over $3000. The
paper has no specific name and
comes out sporadically with no
set publication schedule. Reportedly another issue was scheduled to
appear next week yet at this point
it ,seems unlikely. There is a possibility, however, that a true underground issue may appear.
Unlike the Print, Northeastern
Publications is generally not considered the official school newspaper. It is generally an opinionated
paper that often espouses the views
of the new and sometimes radical left. The paper has drawn sharp
criticism from various segments of
the college community and it reportedly was turned over to several
state legislators.
Al Schiff, a staff member of
Northeastern Publications commented that he thought "it was a
terrible thing." He went on to say,
"That a blow to one student is
a blow to all. "

.r.:,n'°''"\i

i!l:--~-__j

NORTHEASTERN
Bryn Mawr

at

St. Louis Ave.

ILLINOIS
Chicago. IHinois

STATE
60625

COLLEGE
Phone

JU• 3 • 4050

DEAN OF STUDENTS

M

E
M
0

November 6, 1970
To:

Al Schiff, Northeastern Publications

From:

Willia~ L. Howen~tine, Vice-President for Student
Services and Dean of Students

On October 30 I requested from you a list of the full names
of the p~rsbns listed in the staff box of the last issue of
Northeastern Publications, but, as yet, have received no
such information.

Additionally, yo u should know that a number of legal questions
have been rai sed regarding the printing of Northeast e r n Publ~cations (the last issue in particul~r) and the campus publication policy in gene ral (an item of business currently before
the Student Affairs Council.)

wL ?~t:;:_•rn Publications.

This is to notify you that until a ll such questions are resolved my office will authorize no further expenditure of

WLH:lk

cc :

Members, Student Affairs Council
Edgar Gangware, Chairman, Student Fees Committee
Jerome M. Sachs, President
William F.Schanen, III, Managing Editor,
Port Publications, Port Washington, Wisconsin

Referendum Results Stalled
The committee fa iled to invite
Mel Skvarla, an advisor to the committee, who was standi ng outside
the door to room yet specifically
invited Dean Bern ice Zimmerman
and ex-chairman of the Student
Affairs Council Connie McNeely .
The committee also failed ·to invite
severa l members who were pres um ably off campus. These fac ts seem
to point out that the committee·s
executive session may , in fact, be
illegal.
About twenty minutes after the
statement , Ken Davis, co-producer
of the I I :45 show, and Glen Jurmann , editor of the Print, were invited into a second meeting of the
committee. It was here that the two
representatives of their respective
medias were asked to refrain from
making any interpretations if the referendum resul tswerereleased. Both

Mr. Davis and Mr. Jurmann refused to make and commitments.
After considerable discussion, the
committee decided to release the
figures anyway with the agreement that they would get reasonable air time of 11 :45 whenever
possible.
At press time, the committee was
scheduled to meet and interpret
the result of the referendum Wednesday (yesterday .) At this time ,
I 1:45 announced that they would
make every effort to report the results of th at meeting .
In a stormy late t:ening meeting in the television viewing room,
the Ad Hoc Committee for a Commuter Center temporarily held up
the referendum results from the
press and interested students. The
Committee was holding what seemed to be an executive meeting immediately following the tallying of

the referendum votes. A heated discussion followed the so-called executive session when the committee
reported that they would hold up
the referendum results for three reasons . They were:
. ~1>\J

I : not all the media was present
2. not all members of t_he committee were present.
3. they felt the presentation_of the
results should be made to the students as a whole.

~~..,)

A~o<>T

~'11.~II.C.G.~t."I'

,~6

I.~~~- .•

A sharp exchange followed between students and i:nembers of the
committee in which it was pointed out that by not releasing the information to the media the committee was, in fact, suppressing the
information from the majority of
the students. One member of the
committee referred to members of
the media as the "chosen few ."

Northeastern's health fair
By Bernice Rappoport

For a ha yfever sufferer like myself, the '" Hay Fever Holiday'"
booklet that I picked up at Northeastern 's recent Health Fair was a
valuable acquisition. Now I know
where the low-pollen areas are - in
case I can afford to go on a vacation during the hay fever season.
The 4th annual Health Fair had
other helpful and in(ormative literature to give out. Some of the booklets that were offered to visitors included : ··common Cold - The
Facts,·· '"Why Safety Glasses?",
" Me Quit Smoking? How?",
"What You Ca n Do About Water
Pollution," " Hearing and Speech
C_areers," and "Conquer Cancer."
Although the fair is over, the
Health Service still has many of
these booklets available.
An outdoor mobile unit exhibit
was one of the hight ights of the fair.
Entitled "Breath of Life," it was
sponsored by the Tuberculosis Institute. Every visit.o r to the unit received a free gift, and every 36th
visitor also received a door prize.
NISC's Health Service is con-

cerned with keeping us well-informed on health problems, as well
as being available when we are ill.

This was evidenced by a very successful Health Fair. ..watch for it
again next year!

Menu for Week of Nov. 16
Monday, Nov . 16

Mostaccioli & Meat Sauce
Yankee Pot Roast
Cheese Fondue

Tuesday , Nov . 17

Breaded Pork Cutlet
Roast Lamb, Mint Jelly
Apple Fritters

Wednesday, Nov . 18

Shepherd Pie
Veal Bird
_Italian Sausage Sandwich

Thursday, Nov. 19

Smoked Butt - Hot Potato Salad
Hungarian Goulash
Scrambled Eggs

Friday, Nov. 20

Breaded Perch
Veal Pepper Steak
Baked Halibut
Baked Macaroni
Eggplant Supreme
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corey's
corner

Student Fees and
Alloc ations Committee -Budget Allocations

Stuff to think about while waiting in line to register:
INITIAL MONEY ALLOTED
1968
1970
1969

CLUB OR ORGANIZATION
Anthropos
Apocalypse (Mu se)
Asse mblage Art
Association of
C hildhood Ed.
** Beehive Ye arbook
Biology Club
Black C au cus
Blac k Heritage
Bowling League
Bugg Hou se Square
Committee
Chamber Orchestra
Cheerleaders
Chemi stry Club
Choru s
*Co-Curricular
Coffee House Theatre
College Band
Collegium Musiceum
Commutor Center

$ 1,875 .00

$ 1,878.00

1,650.00
614.50

575.00

808.00
2,035 .00
555 .00

18, 189.00
275.00
2,075.00
1,975.00
340.00

60.00
18,698.00
325.00
2,225.00
2,475.00
475 .00

7,375.00
590.00
419.00
590.00
1,895.00
17,050.09

6,805.00
474.00
450.00
525.00
1,057.00
*5 ,732 .00

8,150.00
755.00

7,510.00
200.00

2,204.00
1,315 .'0 0

33 0.00
3,450 .00

2,848 ,50
21,625.56
925 .00
13,747.00
500.00

6,450.00

Activities

Com mu tor Cetner
Services
Concert Series
Committee
Free Fi lm Series
(Film Committee)
Folk Dance Club
Forensics Union
(Debate Club)
Fens; ing Club
French Club
G erman Club
G eography Club
History Club
Inter-City Issue s
Interpreters Theatre
Intra-Co llegiate Assoc.
of Wome n
Linguistics Club
Literature Club
NI SC C hess and
Checke rs C lub
N !SC Publications
N ISC Student Council
for Exce ptional C hildren
Opera Workshop
Orchesis
Psychology C lub
Peace Council
Pep C lub
Physical Educations
Majors C lub
Physical Health Cl ub
Ph ys ics C lub
Po m-Po m C lu b
Print
Psyc hology Club
Ru ssian C lub
Sc uba C lub
Sociology C lu b
Spani sh C lu b
Square Dance C lub
Stage Players
Student Duplicating
and Mailing
Student Education Assoc.
Student Senate
Synchronauts
Twenty-One Plu s
Varsity Athletics
Varsity Baseball
Varsity Basketball
Varsity Cross-Country
Varsity Golf
Varsity Swim Team
Varsity Tennis Team
Women 's Inter-Collegiate
Volleyball
Gymnastics
Basketball
Softball
Women' s Liberation (Women
together for C hange )

· 2,300.00
17,050.00

18,950.00

27,050 .00

6,765.00
370.00

6,500.00
1,025 .00

5,195.00
1,075.00

5,000.00

2,775 .00
375.00
375 .00
260.00
850.00
200.00
900.00
2,820.00

2,825.00
450.00
375 .00
370.00
800.00
200.00
00.00
2,670.00

460.00
500.00

400.00

285.00

3,825.00

1,050.00
610. 15

2 10.00
3,850.00

505.00
6,320.00
250.00

1,020.00
450.00
3,600.00

365.00
I 0,779,00 I***2,850.00
538 .50
2 1,750 .00
85 0.00
170.00
934.00
1,67 5.00
430 .00
80.00
16, 120.00

757.00
19,945 . 10
1,466.00
425.00
00.00
1,825.00
900.00
370.00
13,022.00

5,000.00

4,000.00
2,600.00
****00.00
580.00
100.00

8,100.00
255 .00
130.00
23 ,369.42

915 .00

1,400.00
2,010.00
625 .00
3,300.00
770.00

... The highest form of literary expression on a john wall is probably
clever editing - adding a few words to other people's graffiti to smoothly
alter the meaning. For example: Alice's Revisited is a northside coffee
shop at 950 W . Wrightwood . The majority of the people who go there are
anything but silent. Women 's Lib - si! Nixon - no! The scrawlings on the
john walls are several cuts above the average, including Northeastern.
Somebody there wrote, "In order to learn to love each other, we must
first learn to hate the state." Later, a more moderate person blue-penciled at the end, "of Indiana." And a year ago, on a wall in a police
station john a bumper sticker was plastered urging ·patrons to "Support
Howard Miller." An editor subverted that one with an initial "Jerks." •

i-r

M

The computer at Northeastern has been available to everyone at this
school . However, a few people have taken advantage of this opportunity.
Now, fhe Computer Science Club hopes to bring the computer to all persons
at Northeastern .
Faculty, clubs, and students may use the computer for numerous projects
(research work, label making, etc. --Ask if you're not sure if the computer can
do your project.) If you don 't know anything about a computer, don 't worry,
members of the club will help you.
Tuto ring is available for those taking computer courses . Come to room
A108 on Tuesdays at 1:00 or to the portable terminals nea r the D offices at
any other time.

RALPH NADER SPEAKS
TUESDAY, NOV. 17
8 PM - AUDITORIUM

3,000.00

Raoul's Pub

00 .00
300.00
150.00
3,309 .00
7,509 .00
552 .50
1,298.00
1,599.00
786.00

1,225 .00
2,128.00
1,480.00
176.00

3,364.00
3,041.00
2,395.00
716.00

675.00

2,050.00

6350 N. Lincoln
Ladies Night - Every Tues .
Lincoln and Devon
Sc Beer - 25c Mix Drinks
Open 4 p .m . ti/ 4 a.m. Sunday - 6 p. m . - 8 p. m. - 1 do llar
Cocktail Hours 4 ti/ 7 p .m .
All the beer yo u can d r ink
2 for the p rice of 1

r===::=::::::=-,
~

GIANT HAMBURGERS
640z. Pitche, of Mi//e,'1 Bee, lf.75

"Choir to Give Concert at North P ark"
On Tuesday night, November
17 , the NISC C hoir under the direction of Mr. Duane Jorgenson ,
will be performing a concert at
North Park Col lege. Featured
works include, " Festival Te
Deum" and " Rejoice in the
Lamb" (cantata) by Benjamin Britten, and Norman Delio Jio's Hymn

'To Saint Cecilia" for Chorus and
Brass Ensemble. One of the main
reasons that these works were chosen for the performance, is due to
requirement of a pipe organ , like
the one at North Park , for the best
popular presentation. The Concert
is scheduled to begin at 8 p.m., and
all students are invited to attend.

CASUAL A ND COZ Y

II
,...

I l\i
~

xi"

T he conference will be sponsored by the Office of Commun ity
Service s, N ortheastern Illinois
State College and the Chicago
Area Chapter, World Education
Fellowship.

The VW Fastback. ·
The only car that gives you two
trunks for the price of one.
Dro p by. We 'll sh ow you where the engine is.

LI GHT OR DARK

*Many responsibilities now taken care ofby commuter center
** I 968 allotment was just amount to cover cost of preceeding year.
*** Many clubs (scuba, syncron·a uts, etc. ) are now listed separately .
**** Money was alloted in 1969-1970 but as a supplementary request.

Chicago , Illinois , October
23--Northeastern Illinois State
College will hold a conference for
in-service and pre-service educators on The Teacher in the In
ner-City School on Saturday, November 2 I, in the College Auditorium, Bryn Mawr at St. Louis Avenue, Chicago. Admission will be
free.

The conference will examine
.. . Public service announcement for banana fans: for some reason, ba- what competencies and relationnanas are selling in most stores for only nine or ten cents a pound.
ships are needed for success and
... ain't alliteration awful?
satisfaction in inner-city teaching
... Yet another word about commercials-the latest Volkswagen ads on
and what reforms in curricul um
television aren't as good as they used to be. Formerly, every body knew
and administration would improve
what a VW was, and the blurbs only had to serve as a reminder. T hey
the education of inner-city youth.
created an entertainingly thrifty, humb le image for the car. Now , however, they're hammering away about the "Superbi.!g, which is three inches
The conference will include the
longer, etc." The hard sell approach just isn't compatible with a modest fo llowing; 9;00 _ 9;30 a.m. Regisadvertising campaign .
tration, Auditoriu m Lobby, 9;30 .. •New word for the day - hobbledehoy: n. a youth between boyhood . 10;45 a. m., Panel D iscussion in
and man; an adolescent boy.
.
A ud ito ri u m , Warner Saunders,
of college
. ma n , E xecu 11ve
. t
0 tree
·· · I was at a confere nce last week with. a bunch
.
. newspaper c h air
or,
kids fro m arou nd the
country
.
An
attractive
girl
from
Flonda
was
there,
B
tt
B
F
d
1
.
.
e er oys
oun a ,on. p ane 1
and guys were falhng over each other to talk to her. She looked hke the members Jacob Carruthers Assoproverbial girl who should have lived next door. Sh,e probab ly grew up on ciate Professor, Center fo; Inner
apple pie and mt!~, without the Bosco. You_ couldn t tell by looking at her City Studies, Northeastern Illinois
though , that she didn't have long blonde hatr all her life - her mother used State College, Henry Romero Asto make her wear 1t short. You also couldn 't tell that a few years ago she
•t t p • • 1 H •
h
was five feet seven and weighed ninety-seven pounds. Or that she had to ;'\an I J rmc,~~•
ar;ison . /g
wear braces on her teeth - the great high school social life killer - for six de tooD,. 0t ~ept 10 oCsehn, upendnS_e_n.
",or pu ddl es to spread Jae
· kets over, an d I
en
1s Snc k ' D .,cago anU b ,syears. G uys were Ioo k mg
couldn't help wondering how they were acting a couple of years ago.
~r hary Edar ~- ;ector, ~ an
Note to future parents and teachers:
eac er
ucation rog~an:i , en... " lf you treat a man as he is, he will stay as he is, but if you treat.him as tral ~t~tes College_A~sociatJOn ..
if he were what he ought to be, and could be, he will become that bi gger Part1c1pants are m~1ted to ~nng
and better man." - J ohann vo n G oethe
lunch, a beverage will be prov ided ,
or they can order lunch for $ 1.25
at the time of registration.
Computer Club

830 .00
1,350.00
32 5.00
586.00
20,492 .00
925.00
450.00
452 .00
300.00
545.00
585 .00
10,742.00

2,475.00
5, 100.00
875.00
1,568.00
1,337 .00
750.00

Inner-city
teacher
conference
here

ROARING FIREPLACE

GLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN

6035 N. BRO ADWAY
Open Eves .
BR 5• 3500
Closed Sun . @

Datsun
delivers extras
that others
charge extra
for or don't
have.

To eat here or take o ut
BARBECU E R IBS

Bratwurst & other " great "
Charcoal Broil ed Items
PITCHERS OF BEER
COMPLIMENTAR Y PEANUTS
Modest Prices
COCKTAILS & HOT D R IN KS

Open from lunch t ill 2 A.M.

7 days a week
AMPLE FREE PARKING

Price $1990 p. o.e.

DATSUN

Drive a Datsun ... then decide at:

SCHMIDT MOTORS

.

2741 W. Howard St. 973-0990 1447 N. Wells 664-2393
"Prices For The Student's Budget"

.~~~-~~~~~'41;..-#-_.~ , .... , . . , . _ ~ ~ ~ ~ , t " , , . . . . . - ~ -

3527 N. WESTER N
CHICAGO, IL LI N OIS
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del
"Jesus Christ. Superstar?"

"Diary of a Mad Housewife"
At one point in "Diary of a Mad Housewife" the artist-lover of
the hou sewife asks her about her husband, " is he likely to find out?" Her
answer: "no, he's a little too involved with himselfright now ."
Herein lie the problems of and the reasons for, the da iry of a mad
housewife . Married to the worst kind of social climbing success-oriented
male chauvinist, (" my wife is a reflection of me", he shouts at her at one
point), a young and attractive, but stifled housewife and mother is forced
into a dialogue with herself, and eventually into an illicit affair in an
attempt to regain some sort of existence on her own . Unfortunately she
chooses her lover as unsuccessfully as she does her husband, and we see
her at_film's end, ~till without personal identity, more perplexed than ever,
listening to the familiar rantings of members of a group-therapy session to
which she has gone.
Frank and Eleanor Perry , who brought us incisive and sympathetic
films on mental illness ("David and Lisa") and adolescene ("Last
Su~mer"), now bri~g us thi s latest penetrating film which attempts to
delmeate the world of the ·neglected housewife in a success-oriented
society.
If " Diary" seems on the surface to be less effective than the previous
two films , it is probably because of the fact that both male characters are
in fact caracitures, and often , it would seem, overstep the bounds of
realistic dialogue and action. Yet what is important to remember is that
(as in a diary), we are seeing them, as well as the action, through the eyes of
the housewife - a clever and well-done device which does indeed succeed
in putting the audience into the heroine's place. If her husband's nasal
bravado is annoying and discordant to us, it is meant to be. If her lover's
malevolent treatment of her seems too harsh and cruel it is meant to· and
ifwe sympathize with her to large degree, we are mea;t to.
'
This exaggerated film technique has the immediate effect of grating on
o~e's nerves (as it would if we were in the wife's place), and leaving you
~1th an uncomfortable, uneasy feeling. But as you soon realize, this is the
mtended effect, and you leave the film thinking about what you just saw.
Th~ Perrys have brought this difficult method of presentation off well, I
?eheve, and if one is at first irritated at it, one is finally satisfied with it, tho
1t leaves a gnawing feeling in one's mind.
Richard Benjamin piays the methodical husband who hears only himself and those few " important people" he wishes to , and he brings off a
?ifficult part well, lending credence to the character while reaching reality through exaggeration - a task which is formidable. Frank Langella as
the lover is good also in a role that presents him as a caraciture of the
supercool and blase paramour, tho it be a mask for the frightened person
underneath .
,
,

22ND CENTURY PRESENTS

SMALL FICES
ROD STEWART

featurlni

ELVIN BISHOP
SOUP
HAYSTACKS BALBOA
M.C.-WGLO' s Scorpio
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 13-8:00 PM
SYNDROME

An E1en1na With
DICI BIONDI

featuring live recording
stars in person, including

CHUCK BERRY
BO-DIDDLY
GARY U.S. BONDS
JOHN LEE HOOKER
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13-8:30 PM
AUDITORIUM

JOHN SEBASTIAN
PODIPTO

M.C.-WCFL's Robert E. Lee
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14-8:30 PM
AUDITORIUM
0

TEN YEARS AFTER
QUATERMASS

SKID ROW

MYLON

M.C.-WGLO's Gwen Johnson
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20--8 :00 PM
SYNDROME

FRIii ZAPPA &THE
MOTHERS OF INVENTION

M.C.-WCFL's Paul Christy
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21-8:30 PM
AUDITORIUM

SMOKEY ROBINSON
&THE MIRACLES

M.C.-WCFL's Larry O'Brien
SUNDAY , NOVEMBER 22-7:30 PM
AUDITORIUM

CHICIBO

SEALS & CRons
But best of all , and perfect as the confounded housewife, is Carrie
Snodgress, who has the ability to say more with one incredulous look than
most actresses can with a page of dialogue. Perfectly miserable, she benignly suffers through her husband's moods and put-downs, her children's laughter, and her lover's calculated attacks, without ever understanding the reasons for her dilemma as it goes from bad to worse. Occasionally she is able to take an overt action (such as her affair), but for the
most part she is passive, and what action she does take proves ineffective
as it bounces off her husband just as the plate of food she hurls at a door
(not him) in a fit of anger crashes harmlessl y to the floor.
The film as a whole is good, if irritating, but in the end it is Carrie
Snog_ress who ?1akes it work . She makes us see through her being , and
provides us with the gauge against which we measure the situations
around her. Her performance is excellent, and I suspect the film would
have been less successful had she not been a part of it.
But " Di ary of a Mad Housewife" does in fact live up to the past quality
o~the Per_rys, and _tho you may have an uneasy feeling during the film , you
will certamly realize the powerful , delayed effect it has on one after leaving it.

A RESPECTED NAME IN EDUCATION SINCE 1873.

ACCOUNTING

•
CPA PREP
•
EXEC. SECRETARY
VETERAN & 1-20 APPROVED

BUS. ADMINISTRATION •
PROGRAMMING
•

•

LEG AL SECRETARY

•

STUDENT LOANS

Morning hours-afternoon ;ob placement-evening classes
Name

------------------- 1I
NE

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone _ _ _ _ _ __

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ Zip Code _ _ _ __

J

College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

Course Interest _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

]

Ph one 334 - 7212

L ----

5840-44
N. _
Li ncoln
., Chicago
60645
_
__
_Ave
_
__
_ J

M.C.-WCFL's Ron Britain & Gary Gears
THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 26
7:00 & 10:30 PM-AUDITORIUM

All attractions at the Auditorium Theatre
are $6.50, $5.50, $4.50, $3.50. Tickets are
now available at the Auditorium Theatre Box
Office, all Chicagoland Montgomery Ward
stores, Flip Side Records at 3314 W. Foster,
Chicago and 732 Elm· Street, Winnetka, and
all other Ticketron outlets.
The Syndrome is located in the Chicago
Coliseum at 15th & Wabash . Tickets are
$5 .00 general admission · and available at
your neighborhood Ticket Dealer.
Ticket Dealer Locations are : Chica10: Flip
Side Records , 3314 W. Foster; Grammaphone ,
2663 N. Clark ; Midwest Stereo, 1445 W.
Morse; One Octave Lower, Piper's Alley in
Old Town; One Octave lower , 175 W. Washington; Music and Books, Ford City Shopping
Center: Winnetka: Flip Side Records, 732
Elm ; Lombard: Yorktown Records, 144 Yorktown; Evanston: One Octave Higher, 1730
Orrington ; Buffalo Grove: One Octave Lower,
1300 W._Dundee.

Planned
Parenthood
opens teen Clinic
Planned Parenthood Association, Chicago Area, announces
the opening of its Teen Scene. The
new program offers rap sessions,
pregnancy tests and contraceptive
services in two locations to young
people: men and women under 20.
Thursdays, sessions and services
start at 4:00 P.M . at the Planned
Parenthood Clinic, 8th floor, 185
North Wabash Avenue . Saturday
mornings from 10:00 A .M ., similar sessions will take place at the
Association Settlement House at
2150 West North Avenue.
Benjamin F. Lewis the Executive Director of Pla~ned Pa.renthood, said the agency had opened
all its clinics to teenagers when the
Illinois law permitting such services to minors was passed more
than a year ago. He stated that
Planned Parenthood had discovered that teenage rs relate best
to services especially geared to
their needs. Teen Scene's walk-in
clin ics will feature young counselors.

I'm sure that everyone is famil iar with the relatively new type of programmed albums in progressive music, dubbed the Rock Opera. Basically
it is a collection of songs that follow a certain pattern or story line, but not
necessarily in true opera form. Two of the most famous of these Rock
Operas are "Arthur" by the Kinks, a study of the English working class
and, of course, "Tommy" by the Who, which is built around a blind, deaf,
and dumb boy who gains awareness in life, despite his complete loss of
contact with the outside world.
Although these are occasionally performed live by each group, there is
little if any acting involved in the presentation. There is another new Rock
Opera from England entitled "Jesus Christ, Superstar," (Decca DXSA
7206) which depicts the last seven days of Christ's life including the
Crucifixion. Written and directed by Tim Rice and Andrew Lloyd Webber, the production includes some of the finest singers in Britain. (With
the courtesy of various record companies.)
The idea of the opera was to portray Christ, the people and events
surrounding him in a way that people could relate to today. When I first
heard about this LP I must admit I had my doubts about the seriousness of
the production . However, after spinning it a few times I was surprised to
see that it wasn't a put-on. Ju~t the idea of staging a musical about the life
of Christ is not without an air of pretentiousness. Nevertheless these
people were able to approach it in a way that I really doubt if anyone,
regardless of religious preferences, will be offended.
Most of the songs on "Superstar" are good enough to stand up by
th_emselves out of the context of the ,work. (The song "Superstar" itself
with a huge chorus repeating 'Jesus Christ,' has received a tremendous
amount _o~ FM air play.) Although there is little solo musical virtuosity,
the musicians and arrangements are done.in a very strong style, based on
rock (Joe Cocker's old grease band is on many parts). In fact, the background arrangements play a very important role in the overall presentation. Certain re-occuring musical themes are identified with particular
characters. For instance, the music backing much of Pontius Pilate is
made up of very dissonant chords.
The only thing that bothered me is that the story of Christ is so universal, and since they stick pretty much to the script in the plot, the result is
that its lines become very predictable, and sometimes even drag. Because
of t~e f~rmat of "Jesus <_::hrist, Superstar" comparisons with "Tommy"
are mev1table. In my opmion, the LP is even more successful than the
Who's 'opera,' mainly because it attempts to capture the basic fundamentals of true opera. In "Tommy" the lead singer, Roger Daltry, sang a
majority of the parts men and women alike . But in "Superstar," each
character is portrayed by a different singer, therefore allowing each performer to really get into the character, also keeping the whole thing more
coherent. The album will certainly be a big success, if only due to the fact
that it's a novelty. But all in all , it is a very worthwhile collection as is
anything that is done well.
'

Workshop I- Environmental
Science for Inner-City Secondary
School Teachers
Place:
Illinois Institute of Technology
Room 109, Perlstein Hall, between 32nd and 33rd on State
Time:
4: 15 - 6: 15 for all sessions
Objective:
To help secondary school teachers in the inner-city develop class units
or investigations that will focus the student's attention to environmental
problems.
Dates: Nov. 12, 1970
Chemistry in the Inner-City
Dr. Thomas Archibold, Illinois Institute of Technology.
Nov. 17, 1970
Economics of the Environment in the Inner-City
Dr. Norman Nicholson, Illinois Institute of Technology.
Nov. 19, 1970
Physical Experiments with the Environment
Dr. Earl Zwicker, Illinois Institute of Technology.
Nov. 24, 1970
Pollution Effects on the Inner-City
Dr. James Patterson, Illinois Institute of Technology.
Dec. I, 1970
Social Reform in the Inner-City.
Mrs . Iva Wells, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle.

The workshop is open to science and social studies teachers. There is
no fee or college credit involved, and the Chicago Board of Education
will grant lane credit for the workshop. To register write to: Dr. Musa
Qutub, Director, Environmental Science Workshop, Northeastern
Illinois State College, Bryn Mawr at St. Louis Ave., Chicago, Illinois,
60625 , and include the following information : Name, Address, Phone,
School and Subject you teach, or call Dr. Musa Qutb, 583-4050, Ext.
552.

GAV LIB Chicago Circle
announces

THE FALL DANCE
featuring

The Tell Star
Saturday; Nov.14; 9 P.M. - 1 A.M.
Illinois Room - 750 S. Halstead
Phone: 663-2645

$1.00 Donation
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Sept. 17, 1970
To Tom

I found a picture of us you, Rags and me
in front of your house.
You were four-and-a-half to my two .
And Rags Rags the First between us.
We're petting him
as Uncle Ray held the camera.
I w ent to see Rags the Fourth today.
We posed,
in front o f your house
waiting for you .
Rags the Fourth
ran after Misty.
But I waited.

Know the shadow people.
Watch them alone at bars
starring into browned toned glasses,
fiddling w ith straws.
They sit at the shore on benches
looking to nowhere,
wrapped in turned up co llars, kicking leaves.

The ed itors thank the w riters w ho make

1970 . We had hoped that prose would bE

lug nut
At grease splattered restaurants they wait,
d rinking coffee on backless seats
with filled ashtrays as compan ions.

Clenc hing p lastic jesus.
a mo rtal spring

Know th e shadow people.
They live, dying.

Will you come?

Janice Rocen
Barb Ullman

She was a porcela in bathtub
Approached with toe in air
He eased down
Hands gripping her sides
Feeling warm hotness kiss his cheeks

As he parted he caught the chill .

of moisture
only to fl ow tears
it caresses th e dark, ch illed
earth to whi ch he is ... ..
Barren unmoved to sincere
his relationship
went
shift wandering appointed by fate.
Long I ive the gods who are
most highest in honor!
for this alone the okapi are.
Do now,
the whale movement
in itself a
visibility
sight unseen
the yellow wall encircles

subm itted . The po int: APOCALYPSE IS AM
w rite for an audience. The w rit ing can be 1
of some of the works, e.g., any work th at ~
in oth er w o rd s, understand it and help othe
in the fo llowi ng issue along with th e w o rk be
M anu scri pts ca n be submitted in several
C/O THE PRINT, left in th e APOCA LYPSE m
o r brought to the Crea ti ve W ritin g Center, 3:
double spaced, and the author's name sho1
th e first page, last name to appear in the up~
ti ce o f the edito rs to com ment upon and marl
All w o rk will be kept on fil e until th e autho rs
A POCALYPSE will appear as often as po
to print, and thi s depends on the w ri ters & rec

- t
e
n

- - Janey McGann

n
s
anyone

In the Spring of '69
people moved into Lincoln's park.
Amid
.

bugy babies
congo drummers
ball players
mothers
fathers
ancients
and lovers
of that former cemetary
they met.
I was carving.
Willie
Captain
&Coco Bear
came hitch in down the drive.
They jumped the winter fence .
Willie did some forward rolls
across the field .
They came up and saw
how it was going.
The sun
a pony
birds
trees.
The wood of the bench.
Numbnuts
rode up
and fell off a bike.
Toni
came over the hill.
Lady
and
Cheyenne
were following close behind
running into each other.
From Clifton
Tommy& Rita
Sparky & Basha.
The brothers
George & Leonard
with newly pierced ears.
From
under the bridge
Alice
still wrapped in her shadows
a little less dark.
Roy Sambo & Pol ish girl
blowing noses
on the same handkerchief.
Bob Paul

&
Roy N elson
back from the old country
and
two LA starlets
"JUST VISITIN"
laughing.
We played ball
ate, drank, did a few numbers.
Captain & Roy Nelson
on harmonica.
Tommy on sticks .
. Numbnuts on Ton i's stomach.

NOTE: The only restriction imposed upon
The editors feel that no restriction i5
own standards, however they may bE
One other problem, open form s I
• ed because the press is not set up to a

glen brown

George & Leonard on wine bottles.
Willie play ing air guitar.
That night
there was a smoke down
at Clifton .

ARS POETIC 1
SOUN DAN DSEN
SIGHTSENSE

In the winter of '69
Willie wrote home about meani ng
to go up to Tobanga Canyon
to jam with the boys.
Bob Paul & Roy Nelson
were waiting tables·
in a health food restaurant.
Just off the Strip.
They sent a picture
of two Troy- Dukes.
Sparky & Basha were in Frisco
whenever he wa sn' t driving
for the dead caravan .
George had a leather jac ket
and wa s fixing to go
to the old country
next month
next month .
Leonard had the warts
again and again and again .
A bald crotch .
Alice
moving in and out of the shadows
of the Arrogant
became very round .
Tommy went to the factory .
Every night he drank a bottle
of hard cider. On Sunday
his drumming was savage.
Rita waited on Apple.
In front of the televi sion
wore glasses
for the baby .
Roy Sambo had cocaine for breakfast.
The rest of the time
he blew his nose on his sleeve.
The Polish girl
went home to Poland .
Toni was somewhere in Louisiana
with her folds .
Numbnuts followed her.
Captain crossed hi s legs
ate rice
played the harmonica :
Coco Bear
Began building
a new kind of cosmic clock.
Rust grew under his chin .
Lady got lost.
Cheyenne lunged out
a second floor window
and died .
One morning
the carving knife broke.
Someone replaced the bench
with
new carving wood .

A

LIFE IS A TOMB

N
D

Life is an ancient tomb of intricate design
having folds that form lives,
structu red by the molding tombs
of others; so death
must be a hastily gathered handful
of dust, a clump of crushed grass
hiding in the smooth hand of a child,
escaping from the wrinkled face of a man .

by Jack Chai/em

SOUN DSEN~
SENS EA

fragments V
spastic grasp at an idea
as to child taking first step
and fal Iing face first ;
cry to the un-understanding.

I. Ra
fal

11. U

pic k at an open sore
of an idea ; scab not forming
shows c hild, though hurt,
still seeks.

UI

Ill. R

adult minds have few open
sores left; scabs are seldom .
scars show where once
ideas flouri shed . ..
won ' t be hurt again, it is said .

IV. Ir

V. R

would that I could always
be hurt; to have no open sores
is to be dead .

THE FACES

th
John Green

Marching, hair in place, well dressed,
in I ines of two they came
Their cross splinters still hidden
buried beneath angelic eyes
that smiled
As mommies, blood fri ends, and buddies
watched camera' s focus upon innocent
souls
Half starved but ready to receive
they sang
As the multitudes wept
and looked on glassy eyed
Tun ed up by Gregorian emotion
Now sitting listening to words of w isdom
they think
wondering its taste
its feel
its power
P.;irading down marble isles
mediatating and saintly looking
they shine
As color blended windows
shed their spectrumed texture
on the faces that don't ask why .

T.JACOBUS

sacred peace

Morning hazing through the sun
stillness unique to this moment
wrapping this square of green
bounded by buildings
in shades of dream s
breathing cool dry air
against my back,
A peace denied to experi ence
except through sight
as
gazing at ultra-distanced stars
linking attainment
·
with reality
through hope.

Lake-leaves du
roughened
Talking days bE
green desire,
Rasping voices
by season s
and autum
reflect a still me
sc ream wil
our mind ;
That men I ive
on time's u
through th,
to think, (h
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A FLY LANDED ON THE MAP OF CA NAAN
YESTERDAY W ITHIN SECONDS HE TRAVELED FROM HIPPOS TO DAN
THRO U G H
PHA ROA H,
M O UNTA/NS
A ND SHEEP HER DS HE RAN,
BUZZING DOWN A LL OBSTRUCTIONS IN
HIS PATH - GLOA TI NG H IS SUCCESS .

Cheyanne

this fi rst occurence of APOCALYPSE, Autumn
included, but along with drama, none was
ED/UM OF EXPOSURE for those who care to
>oetry, prose, drama, and hopefully c ritiques
parks someone enough to write about it, to,
rs to do the same . Such critiques will appear
ng critic ized .
ways : given to any of t_li~ ed itors,_sub~i~t~_g
3i l box (second floor S. above-the dining hall ),
107 Bryn Mawr. Manu scripts should be typed,
Jld appear in the upper right hand corn er of
er right o n all succeeding pages. It is the prac; MSS. for the author's and the edito r's benefit.
come to take it away.
;sible, as often as enough material is received
ders.

NO OPPOSITION
His efforts rise to no opposition
He moves freely among nodding heads
waiting to co llide
He walks into rooms, easy, empty,
and passes through
leaving no trace in th e vaca nt air.
Never mind inner promptings,
Th ey rise to his c h isled, clean-cut surface
frozen there.
He knows what sells
S. Vormittag

Contributing Editors

;ubmissions is that " decency" be observed.
the only rule, but the publisher maintains his
judged.
nat EXCEED 40 type spaces must be condensccomodate anything wider.

1.

MY LIFE IS SHORT 2 WEEKS OR THREE
AND NOW I CAN GO TELL OTHERS LIKE
ME THAT I HAVE MADE MY JOURNEY TO
CANAAN THE PROMISED LAND.
ROLLED PAPER ACTS AS GOD IN HUMAN
HANDS
A FLY LAY CRUSHED TO A MAP OF
CANAAN YESTERDAY DROWNED BY THE
RED SEA AND UNFORTUNATELY, NOT
GLOATING HIS SUCCESS.

A

2.

N
D

A fox is dead on Oakton .
A red fox.
Now that he is missing
He will not be missed.
Except by those (ike me
Who know a fox & what he is.
Those who realize how much is gone.
One less fox to do
The things that foxes do.

E
.NDSIGHT

FIVE EYES OF RAIN
n,
ike sleep cracking from eyes,
s to our feet.

3.
Brown eyed boy
Round cheeked boy
You 've given your life to Jesus.
His hands are soft and gentle,
Just like yours.
And now within the seminary walls,
You can live_ together.
Live as one.
Away from the brutal world
From where you came.
Don't come back.
Neither of you belong.

~on a window,
riy reflection takes a new form
der the hands of the rain .
1in upon my arms,
'le fingers of a woman .
the seduction of earth by sky,
varm rain is the sweat of love.
;ing from the sidewalks in summer,
ke steam from an edgeless pan,
~ rain is a youn~ girl dreaming.

Allan Krazyk

by Jack Chai/em

Intrigued by a light within
I approached the house.
Though the blinds were up,
The windows were opaque.
I watch the house.
Maybe if it gets too damp
He'll let warm breezes in.

2.
ter mund stumps
by fire
Ione
1ueered
pass
'sw ind
e silent
in

T. JACOBUS

Richard Zabransky

Stained glass
Apostles of the world,
I cannot accept what is through to be
scripture
As what is fact.
So I'll look for it in a can of beer
Or someone's eyes .
Only to find subustitutes
Made by man .

\ 1970

FINDING

Islam In Rush

Abuse the light think sight
see I ight right
right now
Forget ideals
Ideals and the faith
you cling to
right now
Forever in the Span
Floating Eons
Wasting Man's Energies
Right Now
Being with it Acoustically
Being Free Sensually
The Right Sight
Right Now
Together Freeing opus 17 that binds us
to Wheelchairs of Listening
Right Now
Right Sight Breaks Glass Fixtures of Folklore
Laws
Commandments
Traditions
Single File
Idiot Style
_
Right Sight
Breaks
Rank
Right Now
Grand Old Flag Drapes Coffins That
Have Glass Fixtures
Right Now
In Time Coming
In Going is the Same
In Union with Right Sight Right Now
Right Sight
Turn Left
Then Break Sight
Into Fight
Fight Sight
Break Glass Fixtures
in Mediterranean
Furnishings
Right Now
With Right Sight
Right
Then Left for Night

I started to clean house today
at the outset I knew what was dirty
As the dirt moved the dust settled yet
fogged the room
f realized to clean was impossible
must throw away to clean
Can I throw away the past
at best I could only rearrange
The old organization gone
A new confusion controlling
I had created a new house
at best it could be visited
It would at times be home for a few friends
}HOGAN

SIMON, THOMAS, AND OTHERS
AND THERE WERE MILLIONS,

growing out of city crops
with serene sounds of
chucking paper into baskets
c rumbling their life.
AND THER,E WERE MILLIONS,

living in a competition of
words and paragraphs
being judged on scales
balanced by ideas.
AND THERE WERE MILLIONS,

listening half-assed
moved only by their own
shriveling in corners
folders their protection .

Chris Farnes
AND THERE WERE MILLIONS,

meeting in the bright light halls
seeing faces other than
them selves.
paying them respects .

Janey McGann
Voracious

AND THERE WERE MILLIONS,
Goal

1conscious will
ughts stopped
nee) unreal.

TO SEE MOSES AND JACOB AND A FLY
FRIEND THOUGHT HE, IN THIS LAND OF
CANAAN, FOR FROM A LONG WAY OFF
I HAVE COME TO SEE - MY PROMISED
LAND.

Like two words never learned ·
tongue wagging
feet flapping)
Framed
Hanged

Patrick McPhee
Maynard Kabak
Glen Brown

iE

Cheyanne
Scent of leather dusted dry
painted black
slip knotted
envision hanging
from white noon sky
into orange dusk sky
from a bay leaf tree
Scene on canvas o il ed brown path
(sans horses
stags
mares)
Trees grew over and over
valley road and spoked wheel marks
Ivory black and white (tint of blue)
moon!
Dawn on watches rusted face
or Square
or Courtyard

A GARBA GE CAN BIRTH H E O WNED
NOW LEFT BEHIN D TO ROT W ITH PA RENT
M AGGOTS IN TH E A LLEYS FILLED WITH
OLD SO FTBALLS A N D G LASS, NOW TO
HIS SIDE WAS THE JORDAN TO PASS
AND HE GLOATED HIS SUCCESS .

Leading
down along th e bend
it sends back dreams
to
Pacify
the hopelessness, to
Fill a life
it sets up scenes of
plausibl e completeness,
Being fixed
it only lives
the present
ignorant of I ife-progression:
stoical nothings.

Tina The Baby

Tina bites her shoes
and sucks her fingers.
She talks
and smiles
and kicks.
She rolls.

scene I:
Bifocaled catfish swam beneath stream
above encrusted slime shuffling moistnurtured seaweed through gasoline track
to open line bite caught!
400 of us local down deep shallow river
sweet bait bite
we got her.
Sunlight stretches glittering glossen twinkled
flickering daylight in our eyes.
scene 2:
Sunset.
Bifoca led catfish beneath stream
were moist-nurtured rockweed shared now
no line bite dead.
glen brown

babbling learned vocabularies
hearing, speaking, straining
their interests collectivelytogether.
AND THERE WERE MILLIONS,

searching garbage cans
looking for potato scraps
the burnt sienna orange
there words and paragraphs.
REMNANT.
AND THERE WERE MILLIONS . ... , ..

T. JACOBUS
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''Boy Friend''

Winternationals

at Stud eba ker
by Marnie Fournier

Chicago critic Claudia Cassidy
was caught with her hair down at
Tuesday night's performa nce of
'The Boy Friend" in the Studebaker Theater. "She (Claudia Cassidy) admitted that the show was
good.'" A first balcony usherette
reminisced over Claudia"s hey day
when nothing was safe. "She used
to walk in late, demand the best seat
in the house, stay for half an hour
of the show and then leave to write
a caustic review, criticizing everything down to the last usherette."
Has retirement mellowed Claudia
Cassidy?.
'The Boy Friend" seemed to do
the trick . 'The Boy Friend" has
cham:i. "The Boy Friend" courts
compliments. "The Boy Friend ,"
says Bert Bachrach, " Bubbles. "
Last Saturday's matinee did .
James Dybas played the part of
Bobby Yan Husen , a song and
dance man whose talents he shares.
Jim asked "Won't You Charleston
With Me?'· in the first act. And he
was answered with "as exciting a
Charleston as you'll ever see" according to a WGN press release.
Jim " lost ten pounds from just
doing the Charleston."
In the second act Ronald Young
stole on stage with a soft shoe. He
played the part of Tony which he
termed as "one dimensional and
juvenile but fun to do. 'T he Boy
Friend' is nostalgic for the older set
and just plain camp for the you ng
people. " Young was joined by He len Noyes who played Lady
Brockhurst in mentioning "We
love Chicago." Miss Noyes will be
remembered to C hicagoans for her
part in "The Sound of Music" in
1962. Young said, " I haven't been
here since a Four H Cl ub High
school convention years ago. We
walked from 40 E. Oak to the Studebaker and stopped in the John
Hancock building for drinks. "
When Anna Maria Alberghetti
(Mrs. Claudio Guzman) was told
she never aged, she pointed to her
four-year-old daughter who accompanied her. Miss Alberghetti

who went into the Charleston at
given periods of the show mentioned, " I have a six month old at
home.'·
James Dybas, the song and
dance man , was caught over a casual cup of coffee after the show. He
sa id 'The Boy Friend is good clean
fun. The whole family can see the
show. It presents no nudity and no
four letter words. Today the young
people are talking about love and
peace. There is a lot of love in this
show." Jim did not come out in so
many quotable words but the fee ling he projected was one of concern. It seems Chicagoans gripe
that there is no good live theater in
town. But when a clean· show like
'The Boy Friend" is offered, it
goes without support. The actors
even consented to taking a cu t;. in
salary to extend the run of the
show.
Jim went on to say, "The theatre
is a reflection of society at the time.
T he Boy Friend' is a spoof of the
20's whic h was presented in the
I 950's when our society was not in
chaos. It is a reflection of a time
when tl:J_ere was more peace in the
world and more love in the world.
Many of the productions today on
and off Broadway are a reflection
of our society and tfmes. There is
nudity , sex, violence and hate. The
Boy Friend ' is a remembrance of
things past. It is a "very family
show and families can bring their
children."
"W hen I worked here before I
was in a musical revue at the Edgewater and Del Prado hote ls in 'H its
of Broadway.' The show lasted fo r
two years at both parties. The Chicago critics raved. Chicagoans
want to ta ke pride in theatricals
that originate in C hicago . Chicagoans should be encouraged to go
to the theater. The Boy Friend' offered Chicagoans good, clean fun.
It closed Saturday .
" Dear Love" with Myran Loy
will start at the Studebaker Nov.
28. Discounts wi ll be offered for
students.

Well folks, the non-NHRA Win- rule is to pick a pedestrian as he or
ternationals have begun again at she leaves the building and follow
N ISC. They happen around the him or her to that parking space
hour between about nine in the which is-about to be vacated. The
morning and about three in the af- first form that this race may take is
ternoon , Monday through Friday. where the pedestrian leaves the
The first place winners are easy to · building, walks directly to the lane
spot, they have parking places in in which he or she is parked, and up
the lot. Second place is defined as the lane to the car. The competition
being within a block of school. here is to get directly behind that
Honorable showing is within three person before someone else does. A
blocks, and the also-rans are down slightly more complex variation on
by Pulaski . T he ru les are simple. this theme is played when the peOne section of the racers drag destrian goes directly to the first
down St. Louis from opposite di- lane and then cuts across the rest of
rections with the fire lane as the the lanes. The competitors then
first section's finish line. Whoever must not only get behind the pergets to the lane first gets first shot at son but a lso race to each suceeding
any parking places which may be lane as the pedestrian walks beavailab le in the lane. Some days tween parked cars to the next
this part of the races is not open lane.Prizes for this section of combecause there is a saw horse in front petition will be mentioned after the
of the fire lane to al low the con- warning that there is an extreme
struction trucks to play their own penalty of points lost by hitting the
games.
pedestrian being followed. Anyway, firs t place goes to the person
T he fire lane offers it's losers the who successfully fo llows a pedescha nce to compete with the people trian to a parking place wit hin the
who use the Bryn Mawr e ntrances lot. Second place and honorable
in the gymc hana sectio n of t he mention are defined by successfulraces. T hese people race around ly fo llowing a pedestrian to a parkthe back lot with the goal being ing place which would get that ratgetting to the parking spot in t he ing in the general rules of the races.
next lane before the car two lanes Here again there are psuedo prizes
over gets to it. T he signs that say and booby prizes which may be
"Speed Limi t 10 MPH " are there won by successfu lly fo llowing apeto add comic relief to the races destrian to a car where the pedestrian merely rearranges personal posa nd to intimidate those who aren't
sessions and then returns to the
possessed · with a compet1t1ve
spirit. T he security forces have building. W hether it is considered
added to the fun of the races by ar- a psuedo prize or a booby prize is
ranging for psuedo prizes that determined by whether or not the
people can be lured into racin g for person whom you beat to the pedesin the form of "No Parking" trian is able to successfu ll y follow
zones . There is a penalty of ten the next pedestrian to a parking
poin ts (and three dollars) for being place. T here is currently some delured into these fa lse finish bate as to whether or not it is breaklines. Another popular part of ing the rules of this part of the races
the races is the " Follow the Pedes- by offering a pedestri an a lift to his
trian " sectio n. T here are two parts or her car. H opefull y this wi ll be
to this one, depending on the pe- reso lved soon.
destrian being fo llowed. T he basic

The entrance fees to the races
are as fo llows: I.) for all contestants a six dollar fee for the first
car entered and one dollar for each
succeeding car ente red thereafter.
2.) students may get a n "F' racing
permit for an undi sclosed amount
by bribing a faculty member to get
one for you (this permits a stud ent
to take part in other parts of the
race track but could mak e "1im
liable to a penalty for being in races
for which he is not qualified.) 3.)
persons with either an "S" or "F"
racing permit but who do not feel
qualified to take part in the more
serious races around noon may pay
a few hours of sleep and arrive earlier in the morning. 4.) persons
wish ing to get the advantages of fee
number 3 but prefer rin g to pay a
different fee may have the option of
missing the interesting happenings
at N ISC (if there are a ny) a nd coming later in the afternoon or the
evening (this fee is cance ll ed a ny
night when there is a concert. 5.)
persons wishing to take only a partial spot in the races may pay a
three do ll ar a day fee and park in
" No Parking" zones, otherwise
designated as psuedo prizes. 6.)
perso ns wish ing o nly spectator partici patio n may stand on the corner
hold ing a n "N" which may allow
them to ride in a car used as a racing vehicle. 7 .) persons wanting no
part of the races may pay a fee
whi ch will be determined by another governing body (with their own
type of races) known as the CT A.
8.) persons wanting no part of either N ISC 's races or fees have only
the option of dropping out of
N ISC.
Anyway, the races have begun
and we feel that the rules shou ld be
published as a public service. N ow
get out there and tune your car
Mrs . Gran itelli.

Jean
Scene

Print
Needs
Writers

5 Min . from
NISC

Room 214
I'll drink to that!

for t he girl with an eye on fashio n , qua lity and cost.

thousands of ieans
tops to match

2218 NORTH GENEVA TERRACE (ju st of f Linco ln)
SAVE FROM 33% TO 50%
T~e unusual women 's shop w ith unusual sav i ngs on famous
maker sample sportswear & dresses.

Clothes for guys
Clothes For gals

NEW HOURS
MON
WED
TH URS
FRI.

11 :30 - 9 :30
11 :30- 5 :30
11 :30 - 9 :30
11 :30-9:30

TU ES. CLOSED
SAT . 10:30- 5 :30
SUN . 10:30 -5:30

JEAN SCENE

LEARN

COMPUTER

PROGRAMMING
Newest AU DIO VISUAL Training
System offers "YOU" private
study periods , that cut your
learning time and speeds your
future earnings. You set the
time, hours, pace at which you
want to learn, on this exclusive
new method . .. only at ...

MAIN PLACE

Good Only Nov.12 - 19

4105

Ma i n St.
Skok i e, 11 1.

$2.00

A Division of Bor2-Warner Acceptance Corp.
~

BORG

WARNER

Phana

MR. JENKI NS

2 B2-6 565
4001

w. Devon Ave., Chicago,

Ill.

This coupon worth $2.00 on any pair of
pants or shirt. Must be presented at t ime
of purch ase. Limit 1 per customer.

\,, 3304 W. Foster
f'- ·.,

~

Business Training Centers
KEYPUNCH
PROGRAMMI N G

headbands-watchbands

HOURS :
Su nday 1 • 5
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs. til 9·

.·~

MON-FRI 11 -9
SAT. 10 -6

Home of Male - Landlubber - Levi - Lee

Club Notes
new social studies
Students interested in obtaining additional information about the
new major in General Social Studies are advised that there will be a
meeting on Tuesday, November 17 at 1:00 in room A-127. Faculty
members from the disciplines involved; anthropology, economics,
political science, and sociology, will be present to answer questions
concerning the new program. ·

Student
invited to
White House
\

Mr. Gary Trexler, National Student Advisor for the National
Council for Exceptional Children
professor to speak
and Mr. Fred Weintraub , Assistant
The Department of Political Science and Economics has invited Executive Secretary for GovernProfessor Emile Snyder, Professor of French and African Studies at
mental Relations has informed
Indiana University to speak at Northeastern. Professor Snyder will
Fred Frederick of Northeastern Ilbe speaking on the " Role of Political Imagination in African Literalinois State College (Chapter 702
ture in the Auditorium November 18th at 10: A.M.
Student Council for Exceptional
Children) that he has been named a
men's table tennis tournamenr
participant to the White House
Table tennis begins this Thursday at 1:00. Sign up on the old Conference on Children to be held
D ecember 13-18, 1970 in WashIntramural Bulletin Board.
ington, DC.

blue cross cards
Students waiting for their Blue Cross wallet I.D. cards can pick
them up in Health Service. Hours : Monday through Thursday, 8:00
AM to 7:00 PM. Friday 8:00 to 4:00. Saturday 8:00 to 12:00.

Folk Dance Club
The Folk Dance Club is now in preparation for a performance
tentatively scheduled to take place in December. All men and women
interested in dance (whether you've had previous dancing experience or not) are urged to join us in learning the new dances on
Tuesdays at 1:00 in the Gym Annex.

Fred is a Junior Special Education major at Northeastern with a
specialization in the area of social
maladjustment and emotional disturbance. He will be the only student representing the National
Council for Exceptional Children
which has a student population of
more than I 0,000.

Bio Club announces "Name the Skeleton" contest
Northeastern 's Giology Club is sponsoring ·a contest to name the
skeleton in the closet of B133. "Nameless" has been a functional
member of the department for over ten years and Biology Club
proposes he finally be given an official name and the recognition he
so richly deserves. The winner will be presented with a matched pair
of Louisiana Bull Frogs or a cash prize of $5.00 at the Biology Mixer
on November 19th. Ballot boxes will be placed jt various locales
throughout the school and contestants may enter as many times as
they wish. Each entry must be on a separate ballot and should
include the contestants name and address. The contest closes on
Tuesday, November 17, 1970. The decision of the judges will be final.

Dr . S.S.W.
Tha nk s for curing m y ulce r b y no t gi v in g
m e a n " F" o n m y mi d te rm!
l ove, Neysa

classifieds
Suppo rt yo u de n tist a n d suppo rt LSA 's
Ca ndy Sa le • Nov. 23•2 5 .

..._

Thi s is n o tim e to be thi n king o f yo ur
teeth. LSA is se lli ng tur tl es, me lta ways,
o nd peonut butte r snacks. Nov. 23, 24,
25.
LSA Pu b li city Com mittee
Amb itions Stu de nts :
Earn $$$ in spa re t ime se ll lotest h its
8 -trac k ste r eo t a p es IOwe rs t p r ices ev e r.

Call Camp us Ta pes l imited , 588 -3 21"2
9 -5 .
Need ride to sc hool fro m l a ke Vi ew Area
- M us t get to sc hoo l by 9 A.M . Wil l pay
fo r gas. Pl ea se ·con tact Vir g in ia Fra nk,
3 137 N . Da rne n o r Pr in t.
For Sal e ' 66 88 Ol ds Co n ve rti b le - Powe r
- 30,000 mil es $ 1, 150.00 Call R. Tau b
827•0 20 3
Wo"rking o n Ps yc h. pa pe r, nee d to inter •
v iew Vie tnq m in fa ntr ym e n . Straight legs
o nl y. l eave n a m e and numbe r in Print
o ffice.
Michae l Ganger
Su m m e r a nd Smo ke is olmos t h e re. S.P.
Wan ted . . . . . . Wanted
Used Rugs l O x 12 o r bigg e r dinne tte set.
Call Do n 698 -27 4 2 or 235-8570 .
Wante d: Roommate to share a nic e
apartme nt. lo w re nt. Just w ant compan ionship. Call 321 -5476 anytime afte r 6 :00
pm . Ask for Elke .
For Sale : Belt m a ssage r machine, used .
For hip, w aist, and th igh and we ight red ucti o n . Be st offer - He alth Service, Ex t.
348 .
Ri de need ed ho m e from schoo l to Cal •
d we ll . Pe te rson and Ce ntral area . (Edge ·
brook ) Mo nd ay a nd Thur sd ay at 5:00,
Tues ., Wed ., & Fri ., at 4 :00 . Call Li z, 774 .
6875 - eve ning s.
1967 Au stin Hea ly 3000 is for sale. Black
a nd red interi o r, 3000 mil e s on ne w Pire llis, Konis on front , Abarth ex haust system. $ 1900 Call 3 58-7507.
1968 Cougar - 8 cy l. Bucket seats - e x •
celle nt condition • 17,000 miles . . Call
639•7 466 or leave a messag e in the Print
office, for Frank.
1968 Chevie Bi scayne . Blue, Automatic
Transmissi o n, Rodio, and Po w er Stee ring
· 24,000 mil es - $1100 .00 Call Ju8 •8366.
Fo r Sal e: Black, w hite and red inflatable
cha irs. Price only $8.00. Call Willie at
478 -53 30 Monday thru Thursda y from
~l~
.
.
For Sale " Guitaro" autoharp . excellent
condition . Only $20. Call Barb 274 -6542.

As a member of the Illinois Student Council for Exceptional Children, Fred has served on the executive board for that group. He has
served as secretary and state representative for the student group at
Northeastern .

Ge ntleme n:
Co u ld y o u p lease in form the student
body if there is s uch a thing as a d raft
cou nse ling se r vice. I' m sure many of u s

Atte nti on all J .C.M. fa ns !
If yo u have no thin g to do bet wee n .t he
hou rs o f l a nd 3 on Mo n ., Tues., o r Fri.
you are he re by inv ite d to a party in J
108 . g ive n by the m ost ho n o rab le co lo nist from Mary land, Dr . J .C.M.
Th e lon e ly heart c lu b.

wo ul d apprecia te the p ho ne nu m ber a n d
address .
Thank ·yo u for your trou b le,
Did yo u Know that " DR . JOEY " was rea lA W o rri e d Stu de nt
ly a sta mp co ll ec to r in the colony o f
I' II be lo o ki n g in th e next e dition o f Prin t. · Mary lan d, and was ta rre d and feat he r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ed th ree t im es?
Wanted Stude nt for pa rt tim e typing an d
The so ns o f libe rty
re la ted o ffi ce w o rk . Sh o u ld b e qua lif ied
for w o rks t udy prog ram. For m ore infor- I GO -GO -GO -GO -GOODYEAR·
moti o n co n tact Dr . Sood OA - 08 o r Dr. !
FRA N
Qu tu b B- 144 .
Tr uc k for Ren t o n w ee ke nds
can · be
Chicago Reg io n Bn a i Brit h Yo un g Ad ult s used fo r o rg ies • 545 •6 505
has o rg ani ze d a ne w chapte r: Robert F. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ke nnedy B.B.Y.A. A mee ting w ill be he ld Er! Aho y mate y! Drink that milk o r yo u' ll
Thursd ay, Nov. 19 a t 7 :30 p.m . For more w alk the plank .
inform a ti o n call El yse : 966 -32 24 o r co me Au d rey, Jane, J a n, Gloria , a n d Carol
to carre l n o. 51 d urin-g Activ ity hours. (I f - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - no on e is th e re, leave your name and
Mic ki •
Sorry I spell ed you r name w ro ng. How
num ber. I' ll call yo u.
coul d I be so lgnorg ant!
Sin ce re ly
Position a va ilabl e • January 4, 1971 for
Your Moth e r
ex pe rience d re giste red nurse in Health
Se rvi ce • half time - (4 pm to 9 pm ) Mo nda y thru Thursd ay. Ca ll for inte rv iew De ar Lauren
I w a s to ld that Mrs. De Man o d o n' t like ·
w ith Mi ss Ette n, Ext. 348 or 504 .
yo u becau se yo u' re be tte r the n so me o f
Apartme nt s hare w anted , conve nie nt to her l st s tring . Wh y are n ' t yo u' re o n th e
co mpus , by grad . stud e nt. Call Larry at fir st string?
Jus t wo nde ring!
363 •7694.
~

Pe te r is ali ve and we ll liv ing in Brian ' s
bo d y.

Dave • start sw in g ing o n pitch

If you leave lunc h in your pocke t for seve ral h o urs it w ill not taste ve ry g ood .

Warren w ise up.

De ar Mary Be th .
Every time I try to talk to Ca rol lindse th
Yo u' re in the w a y. I lo ve Ca ro l w ould
yo u ple ase give her som e air.
Dear Dr. Jose ph " C" Mo rton We ha ve co me to a s ta ndstill in ou r
search for the truth . Pl e ase , kind s ir, re•
veal t o us the si gnifi cance be hind the
" C".
Con ce rn ~d stu d ents for the ex posure of
the " C"
U.S. Histo ry Cla ss .Se cti o n 02
De ar J and R,
Am glad someone is concerneq_ about my
ve na ca va. Thank you - but it is m y cere •
bral arte ry that is occluded .
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ARTS AND SCIENCES GRADUATES
Opportunities for graduate study at
THE TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
EVANSTON , ILLINOIS
The long term trend which has resulted in the expansion of the
scopes of the engineering disciplines. together with the development of several interdisciplinary areas. such as biomedical engineering and urban systems engineering, have created needs within
the Technological Institute graduate programs for persons with
training outside of the traditional engineering curricula. Opportunities for graduate study within the Technological Institute
exist for superior students who have specialized in many such
areas, for example
BIOLOGY
METALLURGY
GEOGRAPHY
BUSINESS
GEOLOGY
OCEANOGRAPHY
CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS
LINGUISTICS
COMPUTERS
MANAGEMENT
PHYSIOLOGY
ECONOMICS
PSYCHOLOGY
MATHEMATICS
MEDICINE
Traineeships, fellowships, scholarships, and assistantships are
available. These are awarded on a competitive basi s and the extent of support varies from full tuition to tuition plus stipend.
Northwestern University is a privately supported. coeducational
institution with two campuses, one in Chicago and •the other on
the lakefront in Evanston. a northern suburb of Chicago. The
Technological Institute is on the Evanston campus. At present the
Institute contains D epartments of Chemical, Civil. Electrical.
Industrial and Mechanical Engineering; Departments of Com puter. Material and Engineering Science, and also Centers for
Biomedical Engineerin g, Design and Development. Materials
Research , and Urban Systems. It is one of the country's largest
institutions for graduate research and study.
The University OP!:!rates two apartment building,; for accommodating both single and married graduate students. Preference in
assignments is given to new students.
For application forms and additional information write to
PROFESSOR DAVID A. MINTZER
Associate Dean
The Technological Institute
Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois 60201
In your letter, please specify your present major field of study .

nisc calendar of
events
on campus events
thursday, 12, november
music department will present diane ragains in concert. miss raga ins
a soprano soloist will be accompanied by mr. alien anderson . 1:00.
auditorium .
tke free film series. 3:00 in the auditorium

saturday, 14, november.
nisc chorus , brass , and wind ensemble will present a concert in the
college auditorium at 8 :00 p.m .

tuesday, 17, november.
f ree fil m se ries w ill prese nt the PAWNBRO KER, rod steiger and
geraldine fitzgerald. 7:30 p.m. auditorium .

wednesday, 18, november.
political science lecture : the topic will concern POLITICAL IMAGI NATION IN AFRICAN LITERATURE at 10 a.m . auditorium . teach-in ,,
will be held in the b-lounge from 1-3 p.m. members of the committee
have been working towards eliciting a better response from members of the college community especially this concerns issues rele vant to you .

thursday, 19, november.
the evening concert series will be presenting LES BALLETS AFRICANS 8 :00 p .m.

off campus events
friday, 13, november.
elysian will present CHURCHILL MOOR 9 :00 p.m . kedzie near logan
square.
newman will have rap sessions on religions. 8:00 p.m.

saturday, 14, november.
corn cellar coffee house presents the folk next door and inez vilella .
8-11p.m .

friday, 20, november.
the syndrome presents TEN YEARS AFTER , quartermass, mylon and
skid row . to be an experience in blues from England . general
admission is $5. and begins at 8 :00.

saturday, 21, november.
Nook

the auditorium theatre presents FRANK ZAPPA and THE MOTHERS
OF INVENTION at 8 :30 p.m . tickets available at all ticketron outlets .

·

sunday, 22, november.

concert will be plrformed by SMOKEY ROBINSON AND THE MIRACLES and will begin at 7:30 p.m. tickets can be purchased at all
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ticketron outlets.
Spiro Agnew - Did you change yo ur
name to Ho w ard Po st?
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MARY ANNE
B.B.D.F .l .M.S.T .

on november 16

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - a con,con debate will be held at nisc for those interested this is a
Hey l ee,
part of the college program to extend its services into the commuWe really w hopped 'e m again!
nity.
P .S. Ha ve y o u got a quarter?

Fathe r McGinnity :
Dr. S.S.W
Don ' t forget - the Clancy Bro thers w ill be
Thanks for m y ulcer b y no t g iv ing me an
in to w n Nove mber 6. Di d you g e t yo ur
" F" on m y midte rm!
front ro w seat ye t?
Love, Neysa
De lgado' s Girl - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - P.S. Cheer, chee r, for ol ' No tre Dam e an d
Fa the r. McGinnity the Rev . By ran Cannon Green!
Did you atte nd the Clancy Brothe rs Co n•
cert?
GO -GO -GO -GO GOODYEAR · ··· · ·· FRAN
Since re ly, Rev . Bryan Ca nn o n G ree n

S.l.R.
THANK YOU *BARB, BETTY, ' BRENDA,
JUDY,
CONNIE,
MARY *ELLEN
and
RO ULA -FRAN
ATTENTION!!! READY? RERUNS
AUGUST PARTY AT THE CIVIC
SHOWN ON SEGMENT No. 2
TON TOBEE HOUR. DON 'T MISS

OF THE
Will BE
OF THE
IT .

Father McGinnity - Did you atte nd the
Clancy Brothers Conce rt?
Sincerely, Rev. Bryan Cannon Green

Pages

Truck For Rent On Weekends - Can Be
Used For Orgies - 545·6505 Ask for Doug
Ta Captain Hook!!
Er! Ahoy matey! Drink that milk or you ' ll
w alk the plank! Audrey, Jan e, Jan,
Glo ria , & Carol.

MickiSorry I spe lled your name w rong. How
could I be so ignorant?
Sincerely
Your Mother

Thank You - Barb, Be tt y, Bre nd a , Ju dy,
Conni e, Mary •Ell e n a nd Ro ul a •
Ve ry Muc h,
Fran

J oe Wood s has bee n c hosen as Com me n ce me nt Spea ke r .
Is it tru e th e " C " in Dr . J .C. Mo rto n
stands fo r Co nst ituti on.
Ru fus Kin g
Lyn n Stebb in s
If a t fir st you do n' t succeed in getti ng
yo ur dri ve rs li cense, b ri be, b ribe aga in!
J ay ne

Mr . Harry White, Fight pollutio n sto p g iv•
ing us s uch stinkin ' e xam s !
Signed , the Victim s

I la ug h, I joke, I even smil e, ta kee p the
tears out of my eye s; to kee p the pa in
and so rrow o ut. Pe ople think I' m ha p p y:
th a t I neve r fe e l sorrow, pain . So m a n y
people _a re so w ron g a bo ut so many
things .

Com e one! Come all! Came to our jolly
Polka Party every Thursda y during Acti v •
ity Hour!
No . 153 and No. 164

Ja y By ron · Wise up. Mr . Harralso n h a s a
new bolo .
The Nook

s.
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by Brian Kilmnick

The Northeastern Golden Eagles Football
Club completed their football season Saturday
with a victory over the Marquette Warriors.
The Eagles were led by the fine passing of
Dan Creely and the adept receiving of Jim
Schmitts. This combination accounted for
three of the four Eagle touchdowns, the other
coming on a magnificent run by Lee Humphrey,
shown in picture on left.
The Eagles completed their first football
season with a very respectable 6-2 record.

(photos by William Spreitzer and

Mi ke

Stevenson)
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Homecoming
1970

Eagles Win
30-0
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Cross Country ends season:
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by Mike Kesselman

Harriers end
season
by Ed Czadowski

Intramural football
by Brian Kilmnick

The intramural football season has turned into the stretch arid is
coming down to the wire . Strange as it may seem , both sections'
divisional champions have been determined . In the Tuesday section Big
Shots are the divisional champions and will play the lndependants for the
rig ht to compete in the championship. The Thursday section champion
Brahmas will play either Tke, Mash , or Freaks for the right to play in the
championsh ip game .
Here's the stand ings and the results:
Tuesday
Big Shots
Mash
Tke
Freaks
Peasant' s
Paranoia
Condors
Result s

w
2
2
2

L
0
0
I
2

T
0
2
I
0

0
0

3

4

I
0

4

11 /3

Big shots blasted condors
Mash crushed Freaks
Everybody else drew byes

Thursday

w

L

T
0
I
2

Brahmas
5
0
I ndependants 3
I
Beavers
2
1
Harral son's
Heroe s
2
3
0
Stiffs ·
I
3
I
Playoffs begin today, results appear next week ... ADIOS Sports Fans ...

Faced with man y problems , the
cross country team was forced to
end the season by cancelling their
final meet. Throughout the season ,
the runners, under Coach Ra y Kasper, offered stiff competition to
top-notch teams from Circle, Chicago State, North Park and other
schools. Finally, their burden became too great and they reluctantly
withdrew from competition.
Early in the season, the team was
jolted by the ruling of the NAIA
that Bill Westwood, one _of their
best runners, was inelvible. This
was followed by injuries to Larry
Bernstein and Rich Godin. Despite
his hip injury, Godin ran in meets
so the team could continue competing in the conference.
Another member, Mark Kenna,
was forced to with-draw from
school mid-way in the season.
Johnny R ay, a veteran from last
year, had difficulty attending
meets because of a Saturday class.
It was important that he attend
class since it was needed to fulfill
departmental requirements.
Completing the team roster was
freshman Jerry Moore and John
Morlovitz, a transfer from Wright.
Both runners were turning good
times. as the season came to an
abrupt halt.
Looking ahead to next fall,
Coach Kasper sees a strong team,
with Moore, Morlovitz, Godin and
hopefully, Kenna returning. additionally, an extensive recruiting
program is in progress, and three
strong runners from Wright had already been added to the team.

Due basically to injuries of key
runners and a lack of response by
the male student body, the 1970
version of the N.I.S.C . CrossCountry team had many difficulties in coming out on top in this
just concluded season. They wound
up with an 0-6 record against
squads from North Park, Ci rcle,
Concordia,. C hicago State and in
the Dupage Invitational. The team
was under the supervision of a new
coach Ray Kasper, who comes to
us from Ch icago Circle, where he
was Asst. Baseball and Asst. F encing coach. He will also be coaching
the baseball team in the spring. He
is inexperi enced in coaching
Cross-Country but put forth great
effort in trying to bring the team to
a respectable record .

4lumni game Friday
It will seem like a page out of the
past on Nov . I 8, when the players
of basketball seasons past return
for the annual Northea stern
Alumni Game . The Alumni will pit
such stars as 6' 7'' Don Law from
the Class of '68, 6' 8" Dan Melee,
from the Class of '67, 6' 6" Dave
Gustafson, recently ap pointed
Sports Information Director,
Doug Devincent, Joe Rossi, Frank
Collins , and more recent stars as
Pat Doyle, and Duke Gunter
against this year's varsity cagers .
They will be under the direction of

by Ed Czadowski

With the start of the season just
two weeks away, Coach Ron Faloona has his sw immers working
hard. For over a month , they have
been weight-lifting and swimming
at practice. This week , however,

HERE

With ANY GAS Purchase
ANY DAY of the Week
Al VAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
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AUDITORIUM THEATRE
FRI. & SAT. DEC. 4 & 5-8:30 P.M.
$4.50, $3.50, $2.50

Tickets at Box Office and all TICKETRON Outlets
For Group Sales over 50, Call Nell, 787-7585

'

for mer coach Gerald Butler.
As an extra added attraction ,
the pre-game show will consist of a
match-up between the current
Freshman squad and our esteemed
faculty . All interested faculty
members are urged to contact
Dave Gustafson in the gy m, on or
before Nov . 13, so as they may
play in the game.
Tip-off times are 5 ;30 for the
Frosh-Faculty game, and approximately 7: 4 5 for the AlumniVarsity game.

... Froin Poolside

TRI ANGLE PRODUCTIONS, INC. PRESENTS

DOUBLE
S&H
GREEN STAMPS

a respectable eitd .
The team was beset by injuries,
the worst being a hip injury to
Sophomore Rich Godin. Other
members of the squad include Senior Larry Bernstein, Junior Mark
Kenna, our top runner John Marlovitz, who transferred from
Wright J.C. , and Freshman Jerry
Moore .
The sq uad had o nl y five members, with a full squad requiring
seven. To mak e sure this doesn't
happen again next year, Coach
Kasper at present is attempting to
recruit four new members from
Wright J .C. Among these is the
Ill. State Junior College Hal fMile Champion Andy Senorski.
Senorski ran a total of 1,600 miles
during the sum mer cond itioning
for this season .

they start using full practice sessions to work in the pool.
Returning from last year are seniors Al Schiff and Nick Schori, juniors Milan M_itrovic and John
Shastal, and sophomore Jeff Chudnow. They are joined by D an Bardak, Ray C hristi , Rick G utierez,
Ji m Malebranche , and Curt Rankin, all freshmen. Sophomore Martin Crowley and junior Jon Newby,
a transfer student from Harper
J .C., round out the squad.
Unlike last year's team, which
excelled in the backstroke and butterfly events, the strength of this
year's swim team is the freestyle .
On the other hand, the weaknesses
wh ich Coach Faloona hopes to
overcome are the backstroke and
the butterfly. C hudnow , who is a
distance freestyler and fl yer, wil I
give some relief to this problem by
:1lso co mpeting as a backstroke.
But the team is still lacki ng a sw immer for the butterfl y.
However, a bigger problem
faced by Coach Faloona and the
team is a lack of numbers . With a
small team , many swimmers will be
competing in more than one event.

TONG'S TEA GARDEN

4000_W. PETERSON {PETERSON & PULASKI)
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588-9365

588-9850
FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE

MARK IV

1 block east
of NISC

3411 W. BRYN MAWR
KE 9-9650

NEW DINING ROOM

AMERICAN FOOD

FRIGIKING
SAME DA_
Y SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS
SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
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TUNE-UPS
TRANSMISSIONS
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RADIATORS
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WHEEL ALIGNMENT
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
H AND WASH
TI RES - BATTERIES

LUNCH AND DINNER
HOU RS: 1 1 AM. to 10:00 PM.
Now serving student lunches all day

ORDERS TO TAKE .OUT

